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RoSaCe aims to create a new educative approach based on the concept of Street Safety Education to improve safety and quality of life.

RoSaCe provides guidelines and material for specific health-promoting actions in and out of school. At the same time, each local community is invited to produce its own material to make RoSaCe a reality in each one of the participating cities.

Coordinator

- **PAU Education** (ES)

Partners

- **ABCittà** (IT)
- **Municipality of Athens** (GR)
- **Cirici New Media S.L.** (ES)
- **Danish University of Education** (DK)
- **Fundación Movilidad** (ES)
- **Câmara Municipal de Lisboa** (PT)
- **Comune di Roma** (IT)
- **Schulen ans Netz: e.V.** (DE)
- **Vilnius Health City Bureau** (LT)
- **City Hall of Warsaw** (PL)